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ABSTRACT: 
glass fiber composite material Shear properties are of great important formentioning the elastic constants of 

such orthotropic material. There are numerous methods used to measure these important properties for example 

±45 tensile in-plane shear test. Cross ply glass fiber composite laminates of [0/ 90]2s are contrived using hand-

layup method. ±45 tensile in-plane shear specimen is cut and contrived from the produced [0/ 90]2s shield. The 

test is artless and newly pertinent. The main benefit of the test is its ease of manufacturing. The results give in-
plane shear modulus for glass fiber composite shields in range of 30.32GPa, while the shear strength is about 

27 MPa. Types of failure of the shear sample is similar to doge bone shape.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Composites structure material have a lot of use which make them common replacement for many 

monotonic material. The mechanical properties of such material mainly be governed by on stacking sequence 

and on the direction of load applied to fiber respect to principal material direction [1]. Failure in many 

composites material is due to shear stress.Thein-plane and interlaminar shear are two type shear performance. 

This fiber reinforced plastic composite (FRPC) structure have lesser modulus i.e shear  in comparison to the 

longitudinal elastic modulus. Several tests are conducted to calculate modulus and in-plane shear strength, 

example of such test method are as follow;  ±45 tension test, 10o off-axis tensile test, Iosipescu sheartest, double 

notch for shear experiment,  Torsion experiment. 

In-plane shear test was conducted by Khashaba in which the shear properties were evaluated of GFRE 

i.e. Glass Fibre Reinforced Epoxy Composites ( V-Notch).  The results were deduced and compared with other 

experimental deductions i.e. the solid rod torsion test and thin walled tube torsion test,  Flat section is used in the 

V- Notch shear test by which it is easier to fabricate during aperture attainment and uniform shear stress strain 

condition is generated over the test region. If we compare the value of young modulus calculated by two 
different methods i.e. stress strain diagram using strain gauge reading of tension test and testing equipment. It is 

found that former value is six order of magnitude greater than the later. 

Mohamed et al [23]calculated in plane shear property if glass fiber compound laminates using ±45 of 

axis tension test, the results are acceptable for in-plane shear modulus whereas, miss estimated the shear 

strength. 

 

This study is designed tomeasure in-plane shear modulus using simple test technique with great precision. 

Investigating the failure modes of such specimen under tension stress. 

 

II.   EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Material and characterization 
One type of GFRP composite laminate is obtained using normally hand layup method. The details of the basic 

materials of the composite laminate are illustrated in Table (1). The stackingmeasures of GFRP laminate is a [0/ 

90]2s composite laminate. There are some mechanical and physical properties as shown in Table (2). 
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Table 1: Primary elements of composite laminates ( CMB intl Company) 
substance  form 

Matrix Kemapoxy  Resin (150 RGL) 

Reinforcement fiber Alkalian E-Glass 2200gm/km 

 

Table 2: Physical properties and mechanical properties of Fibre E-glass and Resin Epoxy is as follow 
Property   E glass Kemapoxy (150 RGL) 

Density(kg/m2) 2541 1.06 ±0.01 kg/L 

Tensile - strength (MPa) 1999 51-101 

Tensile - modulus (GPa) 75 1.3-4.6 

Ratio (Passion) 0.26 0.36 

shear modulus (In plane) 30.9 1.25 

Strain Failure  1.8 

 

Inplane shear test method (±45 tensile)  

In plane shear property are calculated using this method of shear test, laminate is subjected to the axial 

tension so that shear properties are calculated. It is easier to conduct as so specific test fittings are required, also 

samples can be retrieved, Sample is shown below. Also this method is termed as one of the easiest methods to 

calculate in – plane shear modulus with maximum accuracy. Laminate may not always be in a state of pure in 

plane shear stress. Therefore strain and stress considered values should be used with limitation. Several test 
standards are based on this method e.g. ASTM D3518. There are several advantages of of tensile sample stated 

below 

1. Good reproductibility 

2. Easy to aquire. 

3. It is straight tensile test. 

4. Cheaper products are required. 

5. Simple data decline. 

6. It is very easy for high and low temperature. 

The cross– ply [0/ 90]2s laminate was divided at 45o to gives the ±45 in-plane shear test i.e. tensile of piling 

order [45/-45]2s 

Quasi  Static tensile test were  also performed in which the displacement were controlled at the rate of 2mm/ 

min, as a result of the test performed following three parameters were obtained i.e.  
1. Force (F) 

2. Longitudinal and Traverse Strain (εxx) and (εyy) 

Using the above parameter values  shear stress and strain (τ12 and  γ12) can be calculated as follow 

1 2

1 2

/ 2

x x y y

F w t

  



 
 

1 

 

The sample has thickness ‘t’ and width ‘w’ , the strains which are longitudinal and traverse are calculated using 

two perperndicular  elements  gauges of strain. Digital strain meter is also shown in the figure below which is 

attached to the sample by the machine grippes. 

 

 
Fig. 1. ±45  Inplane shear test tensile standard specimen 
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Fig. 2.Specimen of tension between the machine 

 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Longitudinal stress-strain curve of [45/-45]2sis shown in the fugure below of the test specimen. The 

purpose of the test is to obtain values for shear strength, material modulus  under observation, Shear strength is 

arguable in relation to the load value which is used for it. The shear load which is responsible for the material 

failure is considered to be the first load drop. Most of the experimentalists define shear strength as the maximum 

value of the shear curve. Some of the experimentalists defines inplane shear strength as the maximum load 

values.  This criteria is most suitable for the strength failure criteria. The relation between shear stress and strain 

in longitudinal and transverse direction is shown in the figure below , using this figure the shear stress and shear 

strain relations are built as shown in figure 5, Also their numeric values are calculated as follow: 

    
 

   
             

2 

Width of sample is represented by ‘w’ and thickness by ‘t’, perpendicular-element strain gauge is used to 

calculated longitudinal and traverse strains. Also the slope of shear stress- strain diagram at 0.5 % is used to 

calculate the shear modulus as follow: 

    
            

            
 
     

   
                         

3 

 

 
Fig. 3. Tensile stress longitudinal strain curve for [45/-45]2s specimen 
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At the start of the test shear strain drifts in a linear way in the beginning of the test. The dog bone like shape 

represent fracture mode of the sample, it is worth mentioning over here that this dog bone shape does not 

happen in even manner over the complete sample but it starts near one end of the sample and grows all along it.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Shear stress longitudinal and transvers strain curve for [45/-45]2s specimen 

 

 
Fig. 5. Equivalent shear stress verses shear strain for [45/-45]2s specimen 
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Fig. 6. Failure mode of [45/-45]2s Shear test 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

It is verified that in-plane shear modulus can be calculated using simple tensile test sample. This 

practice is mainly based on the fiber direction in the composite laminates. A piling sequence of [45/45]2s can 

give a good results. While this test is lower estimated the shear strength. The simplicity and flexibility of the test 

make it acceptable for research proposed. But it is carefully acceptable in industry field as there is fault due to 

direction of fiber not effortlesslyachieved.  
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